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Alumni Center prepares to host Big Chill
Weekend, reaches out to URI graduates
BY NANCY LAVIN

News Editor

As Big Chill Weekend rapidly approaches, the Alumni
Association at the University of
Rhode Island continues working to keep alumni engaged in
the community.
The weekend's events,
which begin on Friday, include
spirit tastings in restaurants
around the state and the URI
women's basketball game. It
cuhninat.::s in a silent auctiondinner event on Saturday night
at the Rosecliff Mansion in
Newport, which raises money
for student scholarships at the
university.
The . department has been
working with a committee of
alumni to plan Big Chill weekend for more than a year, reaching out to roughly 106,000 total
alumni, according to the executive director of alumni relations
Michele Nota. The process
includes searching for event
venues and finding corporate
sponsors and alumni to donate
· items for the auction, which
range from weekend getaways
to jewelry to local restaurant
gift certificates.
Nota said the biggest, chal-

lenge has not been the amount with them."
of work, but rather getting
Nota added that the.
alumni to commit to coining.
department has many ways to
"Because everyone is so do this, including networking,
busy ifs hard to get them to family events, sports and comcome, especially the youngest munity service. Though 44,000
alumni, who are super mobile," alumni stay in Rhode Island,
she said.
chapters of alumni organize
As a result, Nota said that these types of events throughthe department has been trying out the nation, and even the
diligently to diversify ·the ways world. A chapter in Florida, for
they reach out to alumni, taking example, has plans to go to the
into acco\rnt the c_u ltures . of Red·Sox spring training togetheach age group.
er this year.
.
"We know that alumni are
The Alumni Association is
in so many different stages of also responsible for creating an
their lives," she said. "An alum- alumni directory, which comes
nus who's retired operates very out online and in print every
differently from someone who five years. It takes the department about a year and a half to
. just got out of college."
For example, as Nota collect and organize the inforexplained, an alumnus who mation, which essentially
recently graduated from URI becomes .a more professional
would probably prefer to yearbook; Nota said.
receive an event invite over
Additionally, the depart.Linkedin or Facebook, while ment works closely with Career
older alumni may want a Services to help alumni looking
mailed letter or phone call. for jobs to connect with other
Nota s~id she thinks their alumni looking .to hire. About
· two and a half years ago, the
efforts have been fruitful.
"We're not looking at all of Alumni Association hired two
them the same, and with that, I people to wor~ for Career
think we've been able to cap- Services, providing services
ture more information about
them because we're engaging
Continued on page 3

Alumnus returns to
·c ampus in·a~viso. r .rQie
Throughout the month of
February, check out the Cigar to
learn more about University of
Rhode Island alumni who are still
fully immersed in the Rhody spirit! These individuals, in a variety
of capacities, are still contributing
to their alma mater-the Cigar
will feature their post-graduation
stories, as well as their fondest
memories of life on campus. Have
a favorite Rhody graduate you
would like to tell us about? Send
an email to uricisar@gmail.com.
· BY FARAH CASALINI

News Editor

University of ~ode Island
alumnus
Robert
BrittoOliveira's experiences as a URI
undergraduate helped make
his return to c~mpus through

the graduate program that
much more interesting--'pushing him to get more involved
in his alma mater.
Britto-Oliveira,
a
Providence native, came to
URI in 2001 through the Talent
Development .(TD) program,
which aids in-state disadvantaged students in attending
URI who 'otherwise could not
be able to attend. He said that
program was key in his ,~uc
cess.
"[TD] pushed me to not
settle .for less, to not settle for
mediocrity," he .said.
As an undergraduate student, Britto-Oliveira was a · .
member of the National
Association
of
the
Continued on page 3

Student Senate to host Ace of Cakes
competition for student organizations
BY KIMBERLY DELANDE

News Reporter

On Feb. 27, the University
of Rhode Island Student
'Senate will host Ace of Cakes,
an event created by the
Cultural Affairs Committee, in
the hopes of allowing the different student organizations to
get to know one another.better
and fostering a deeper relationship with the senate.
Each student group registered will be supplied with a
plain, nine inch round white
cake. The groups will be supplied with white frosting,
along with different colored
food dye to color the frosting.
Fifteen minutes will be given
to each group for them to plan
out what the cake · will look
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like. After . that, they will be
given about an hour to decorate the.cake. The theme of the
competition will be to make a
cake that will best portray each
individual student organizalion.
Chair of the Cultural
Affairs Committee' Brittany
Ferreira, hopes that Ace of
Cakes will be an event that will
be · practiced in subsequent
years on campus. In the past,
senate has held a similar competition -which involved student groups making ginger·bread houses, which garnered
the attention of about six to ten
students groups. However,
around twenty student groups
have already signed up for Ace
of Cakes, double the amount
that attended the Cultural

<Ci~ar

Today's forecast
47 °F
The sun will
come out
· tomorrow...

Affairs Committee's last event.
"It's really amazing that
so
many
people
have
expressed interest in Ace of
Cakes," Senator Ferreria said.
"We wanted to go for a springtime theme [ of gingerbread
. ·houses] so we went with cakes
instead.''
Ferreira mentioned that
· the idea for .the Ace of Cakes
·event came from her fellow
senator Amanda Studley.
Studley, a transfer from Roger
Williams University, recalled
·an event held at RWU called
the Student Cake Off. RWU,
the event is campus wide, featuring more than 100 student
groups. Relatives of students
also too part in the Student
Continued on page 3

Former URI student, new
YouTube sensation.

See page 8.
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CAMPUS
For the Record:

For Santorum, challenges ·follow wins
ALLEN, Texas (AP) One
day
after
Rick
Santorum's startling breakthrough in the presidential
race, his few aides decamped
to distant states to start building campaign organizations
from scratch. It was evidence
of his challenge in converting
sudden momentum into victories in the rush of contests
ahead.
"We definitely are the
campaign right now with the
momentum, the enthusiasm
on the groum!," the former
Pennsylvania senator . said
Wedne~day, hours after capturing Republican caucuses
in Minnesota and Colorado
and a non-binding primary in
Missouri.
·
"We feel like going forward we're going to have the
money we need to make the
case we want," he said.
To replenish his coffers,
Santorum arranged a weekend of fundraising events in
California. It's good timing,
- too: In the day since he won
Tuesday's contests, Santorum
raised more than $1 million as
donors started to take a second look at his candidacy. He
plans to start campaigning in
Washington state on Monday,
and then Ohio and Michigan
in the following days. ' ' -'
At the same time, aides
conceded he was making little or no effort in the caucuses
in Maine that end this weekend, and they are still working on plans for competing in
primaries in Michigan and
Arizona on Feb. 28, as well as
the delegate~rich, 10-state
Super Tuesday a week later.
Santorum's caucus successes vaulted him ahead of
Newt Gingrich into second
place in the competition for
Republican
National
Convention delegates. The
Associated
Press
count
showed Mitt Romney leading
with 112 delegates, followed
by Santorum with 72, former
House
Speaker
Newt
Gingrich with 32 and Texas
Rep. Ron Paul with 9.
"I believe that conservatives are beginning to get it,
that we provide the best
opportunity to beat President
Obama," Santorum said, a jab
at
both
Romney
and·
Gingrich.
Yet he came under fresh
attack during the day from
Romney as a supporter of earmarked federal spending,
and a resumption appeared
likely soon in the ad wars that
so far have worked to the
advantage of the betterfinanced
former
Massachusetts governor.
"We're always going to
have a huge spending gap,
but money can't buy people's
hearts," said Ron Carey, an
unpaid volunteer who was
Santorum's chief adviser in

Minnesota and whose car
served as a travelling campaign office.
"He has a huge upside
when people get to know
him/ added Carey, a former
state party chairman.
Even so, an AP analysis of
year-end spending reports
showed Santorum may have
to stretch to cover all the
states that vote in the next
few weeks.
, While current figures are
not available, he reported that
at year's end he had a tOmember campaign payroll at
a quarterly cost of $49,000the smallest of any of the
Republicans in the race. ·He
also is helped by paid consultants and unpaid volunc
teers, as are other candidates.
By . comparison, Romney
reported a 92-member staff
and a quarterly payroll of
$1.3 million. Gingrich said he
had 23 paid aides, at a cost of
$279,000, and Paul, who has
yet to win a primary or caucus, paid $381,000 for a staff
of 33.
President Barack Obama
reported a 430-person campaign staff, which cost $4.7
million for the final three
months of 2011 .
._: ·:· ·santorum down played
· h'is f1:ilc!l'n'ctal ·dis'a dvantage
during - remarks
to
a
Republican women's club
outside Dallas.
·
"We're not going to win
this race the way Gov.
Romney has won the states
he's · won already, by outspending his opponent by 5to-1 and beating them up.
He's not going to outspend
Barack
Obama
5-to-1, ''
Santorum said. "How are you
going to win an election if
your greatest attribute is Til
spend more money than the
- other person'?"
While Santorum plotted
· his next moves, ,. Romney
spoke . with reporters in
Atlanta, where he said he
expects to do better in future
contests in winning the votes
of conservatives who delivered Santorum his triumphs
on Tuesday night.
The
former
Massachusetts governor said
the tea party movement was
created to fight Washington
insiders who spend too much.
Santo rum and Gingrich "are
the very Republicans who
acted like Democrats" when it
came
to
spending
in
Congress, he said.
For his part, Paul hoped
for a breakthrough of his own
in Maine, and Gingrich campaigned for a second straight
day in Ohio, one of the Super
Tuesday states.
Speaking to a small audience of employees at a
Jergens metal manufacturing
plan in Cleveland, Gingrich
said the United States could

pay a terrible price if Iran
develops nuclear weapons.
"Remember what it felt
like on 9/11 when 3,100
Americans were killed. Now
imagine an attack where you
add two zeros. And it's
300,000 dead. Maybe a half
million wounded," he said.
This is not the first time
Santorum has awakened to
new campaign energy in . the
2012 race, and he is not the
only contender to have the
experience.
He appeared to finish a
surprising second in the leadoff Iowa caucuses a month
ago, then sank in New
Hampshire's primary a week
later and seemed to disappear.
Gingrich, too, was the
candidate on a roll after he ·
stunned Romney with a double-digit victory in South
Carolina on Jan. 21. He was
buried . in Florida 10 days
later under an avalanche of
attack ads from Romney and
Restore Our Future, an organization that supports him.
Taking note of Santorum's
triumphs on Wednesday,
Gingrich said the party could
convene next summer without any candidate in control,
the first that would have happened since 1940.
In a fundraising letter to
supporters,
Santorum
appealed to conservatives
and ~ in a jab at Gingrich likened his situation to the
one Ronald Reagan encountered in 1976 when he challenged President Gerald R.
Ford for the GOP nomination.
Reagan lost the first eight
primaries, Santorum wrote,
and "the media and the establishment made fun of his
campaign; they said he had
no shot, and told him to get
out of the race.'' But then he
won several states and carried his campaign into the
convention, where he ultimately lost.

Corrections &! Clarifications
In the Feb. 8 article, "URI Student wins acting competition," by Farah Casalini, it was not mentioned that there was a
second winner of the Kennedy Center American College
Theater Festival competition, URI sophomore Benjamin Hill.
Hill, a theater major, partnered with Andrew Burnap in the
competition.

The Cigar gladly corrects all verifiable mistakes. To report a mistake please e-mail cigar@etal.uri.edu.
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Senate

Fans

Alumnus

From page l

From page 8

From page l

Cake Off by observing the finished cakes and participating.
Ferreria hopes to find similar
success with URI's new competition.
"The goal of the Cultural
Affairs Committee is to create
campus traditions," Ferreria
said. "We're hoping that Ace
of Cakes will be one of them."

Red to come back from five
down in the ninth inning to
·win in the "Mother's Day
Miracle?"
Whether or not you are one
of those fans, the brave ones,
who face ridicule for the benefit of their teams, you should
show them the respect they
deserve. The respect, for painting their team's logo on their
stomach during a game in late
December. The respect, for
driving five hours in a packed
sedan to make it in time for the
big game. The respect for giving all they can to be a part of
something bigger than themselves. I'll make one thing clear
however: they don't do it for
attention, they don't do it for
the money, they do it because
they are, and ·will always be,
the fans.

Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) and was a
resident assistant. He said he
enjoyed those experiences,
but since he went home on the
weekends, he felt like he didn't take full advantage of
what URI had to offer.
"I had a good time both
inside and outside the classroom," he said. "But in retrospect, I feel like I didn't take
advantage of all the opportunities."
After ·he graduated with
degrees · in
Secondary
Education and History with
minors in · African~ American
Studies and Psychology, he
thought his schooling days
were over. He went on to
work at the College Crusade
of Rhode Island, an organization that works with middle
school and high school students in low-income areas to
lower dropout rates and
increase college attendance
rates.
·
However, after ·a giant
push from his friends and
family, he decided to emoll in
URI's graduate program parttime. He started to become
more active on campus, working as an advisor for the student organization, Brothers
. on a New Direction (BOND),
and as a graduate assistant
academic
advisor
at
University College.
"Once I got back, I wanted to branch out ... get more
involved," he said.
In 2009, he emolled as a
full-time graduate student
and received his masters in
College Student Personnel in
2011. He now works as a coordinator of student diversity
initiatives at the College of
Environment and Life Science
and· as special events chair for
the Alumni of Color Network.
Britto-Oliveira believes
that URI did a great job of
preparing him for the "real
world," even going farther to
say that it fostered one of his
greatest accomplishments.
"Taking the initiative to
go to graduate school was my
biggest accomplishment," he
said. "I was tired and not
interested in going to school
anymore. But it was the support [on campus] that made
me want to stay."

In other news:
• On Feb. 22, President
Dooley and Director -of the
LGBTQ Center Annie Russell
will attend Student Senate t
host a public forum.
• A student left an anonymous letter on President
David M. Dooley's doorstep
addressing various issues . he
had with the university.
Student Senate President
David Coates · expressed a
desire for the student to come
forward so his complaints
could be worked out with the
senate.

Giants
From page 8

'Big Chill
From page l

Private setting yet minutes to Route 95 and 3 miles to
URI. Hardwoods throughout. Uniquely crafted Living
room w 2 /Fireplaces. Master suite. 4.85 manicured
acres. ~KE COMING HOME WORTHWHILE!

401-207-1210
dandrlscoll1@yaheo.eem
WWW.UIDMAI.IRUDM

spedfically for alumni.
In the meantime, Nota
advised current students, as
the future alumni of URI, to
remember the importance of
keeping in touch with their
·
roots.
"If [alumni) keep us up to
date on where they are, we can
try to meaningfully engage
them wherever they are," she
said.

Start Your Career in Acc·ountin

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting maiors:
:
Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading accounting firm.
Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Application Deadline: March 15, 2012
Learn more about the program and upcolning events at:
www.msamba.neu.edu .

sources from Yahoo News, to
Barstool U, to Sports Grid and
the New York Daily News.
The NFL' s -official Twitter
tweeted, "Memo to new
[Giants] f~ns: . yo~u ~.tarting
QB' s name- is 'Marui.ing.' ~ot
'Sanchez."'
One person has even
designed a jersey, which is
selling for $49 a pop. The -jersey is an exact replica of an
average Eli Manning Giants
Jersey, number 10 and all. The
~:mly difference is where the
jersey
should
read
"Manning," you guessed it,
reads "Sanchez" instead.
There are numerous reaction videos to the YouTube
clip as well as nearly 1;000
comments under just one of
them, most stating that
DeFalco is the epitome of your
average "bandwagon fan," or
"dumb blonde.". However,
some of the comments are
much harsher.
DeFalco said that she and
··-charas have been taking all
the criticism with a smile. ·
"We're just in it to have
fun," she said. "We are who
'Ye are, there's no reason to
get embarrassed. People can
hate." ·~

Rhody,
Rhody,
Rhody!

.:a Become our fan on Facebook•

. . fo~ebook.com/northeosternuniversitymsombo
61 7-373-3244
gspa@neu. edu

Northeastern University

Rams! Rams! Rams!
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Stay Connected

URI Campus Police Offic~r thanks
studentsfor Super Bowl _b ehavior
To the Cigar,

The thousands of undergraduates that come to the
University of Rhode Island campus on the first day of classes
come from a variety of backgrounds. Some traveled from across
the world to Kingston, whereas other students grew up just a few
blocks away. Many came to college knowing many other students from high school. Others, came to freshman orientation
knowing no one else and looking to make new connections.
Howev~ no matter where URI students started from, they all
have one thing in common by the end of their baccalaureate
career-their experiences at URI.
The experience of watching a basketball game at the 1homas
M. Ryan Center, meeting up with friends between cl~ at ~e
Memorial Union, wandering the tents at Rhodyville dunng
Homecoming weekend or just the struggle of walking uphill to
class during a New England Winter are all tangible memories
that most URI future alumni can relate to. While we all have chosen different majors and have forged our own unique path in a
university that offers a variety of options and experiences for its
students, we are all Rams at heart. As such, itis important to stay
corui.ected to the university, while you're still here, working on a
degree and long after you've picked up your diploma.
As URI students, we are an part of a community. That means
paying attention to what is going OJ:\ around campus, participating and speaking up-being active members of the VIbrant s~
dent life at the university. Attend an ~vent for a student orgamzation that you may have never heard of before. Sign up for a
campus-Oriented service, like Shadow Day; on Feb. 22, which
allows URI students the opportunity to share their college experiences with middle schoolers. Become a part of campus leadership, by running or Student Senate or taking a bigger role in your
own club or group. Be an active and vibrant member of the URI
community and make the most of your experience here.
.
Once you've graduated, don't let your experience at URI
come to an end. Sign up with the alumni center for updates on
the university, or find an ~umni chapter near you to stay connected. Read ~p . on what is going on at the university, through .
the Cigar or the URI news page. If you can, even come back to
visit once and awhile-events like Homecoming or the Big Chill
Weekend are excellent excuses to revel in Rhody pride.
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. _ I am proud of all of you in
the way the University of
Rhode Island calmly celebrated the Giants vs. Patriots
Super Bowl game at its end,.
ing, it is reflective of your
respect and intelligence and I
wanted to share it with you in

appreciation and on behalf of
the URI Police and me personally. By now you probably
seen what University of
Massachusetts went through.
Isn't it nice to be leaders!
Keep up the great work you ·
do for yourself and your community by continuing to be
involved in the many good

things URI has to offer and
keep up the respect you have
for the institution you'll look
back upon, but always remain
connected to for life!
Thank you,
Officer Mark .Chearino
URI Cam{ms Police

RHODY
Health and Fitness·

listening to your body's needs.
Mindful eating can be seen as
eating with your instincts, too.
What comes to mind As the Center for Mindful
when you hear the phrase Eating puts it, eating mindfully
"mindful eating?" According to includes "allowing yourself to
the Center for Mindful Eating,' become aware of the positive
part of this ' concept is, - and nurturing opportunities
"Learning to be·aware of phys- that are available through food
ical hunger and satiety cues to preparation and consumption
· guide your decision_to begin by respecting your own inner
eating and to stop eating." This wisdom."
sounds like something · that
It is about not judging
· should come naturally to
yourself on your responses to
everyone, but in an age where food, such as likes or dislikes,
food is available on any comer or eating more at lunch than
and in any quantity, it's easier usual. It is about ~cognizing
said than done.
food as health-sustaining and
It can also be hard to tell nutrient-packed, not caloriethe. difference between hunger laden and fattening. It does not
and appetite. Hunger is your mean that you should neglect
body's physiological need for to make healthy choices; it is
food, as in "eating to live." On just thoroughly enjoying and
the other harld, · appetite is a respecting the food that you
craving -for _certain foods, or need to consume to survive.
"living . to eat." Your appetite
If you want to try to eat
· am be heightened by the smell, mindfully; few easy tips for
thought, or sight of food, as mindful eating can be easily
well as many other factors that incorporated into your . daily
can contribute to cravings. · mealtimes, like simply avoid. The key to mindful eating ing multitasking while eating.
is deciphering . between your If you are trying to stuff two
hunger and your appetite and granola bars into your mouth
SARAH MOSLEY

Cigar Columnist ·

while studying for an exam,_
you ·will not actually experience the taste or texture of the
food.
You could also try eating
more slowly and savoring your
bites of food. It can also help to
use all qf :YOur senses while eating a meal while using .your
non-dominant hand to hold
your utensils. If you are righthanded, u8ing youri eft hand to
hold your fork will force you to
eat more slowly.·Not only does
eating slowly help you enjoy
your food more, it can help cue
you into when you are full.
We tend to eat whatever
we put on our plate; eating
with our eyes instead of our
stomachs is commonplace.
That can leaq to overeating and
guilt, forming a bad ·relationship wi~ food.
Simply eating your food
slowly; savoring each bite and
enjoying the company of the
people you are eating with can
help make your eating habits
and relationship with food
more positive and enjoyable.
After an, food is necessary to
survive; why not enjoy it?
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ARTs · & ENTERTAINMENT
Superheroes, sequels, comedies: 2011, one of the best years in film
BY AUGIE KING
Entertainment Editor

work
within
Marvel's
"Avengers" world. "Captain
America" was similarly surRather than write a list of prising, and even better than
my favorite movies from 2011 ;'Thor." Meanwhile, "X-Men:
(in response to ·our previous
First Class" was able to
worst-of list), I've decided to
r~bound from the travesty of
argue why I feel2011 was actu- "Wolverine" and turn into one
ally one of the best years for of the best superhero movies
movies in recent memory. The this side of "The Dark Knight."
last truly great year for movies
On the sequel front, ''Fast
was 1999, where incredible Five" won me over despite the
original films such as "The fact that I didn't like not liking
Sixth Sense," "The Matrix," any of the previous "The Fast
"The
Iron
Giant"
and and the Furious" movies all
"American Beauty," among that
much.
"Mission:
many others, were released. Impossible - Ghost Protocol"
While · 2011 was more loaded finally nailed the tone of the
with adaptations, sequels, and original TV show and is easily
remakes than 1999's selections, better than the previous three
the majority of those turned out in the. film series. I also believe
to be surprisingly good and that "Kung Fu Panda . 2"
even great.
improved on the first movie by
Aside
from
"Green · refining everything that was
Lantern," the superhero movies great about it before.
tmned out to be big successes.
Meanwhile, "Harry Potter
"Thor," against all odds, man- and the Deathly Hallows - Part
aged to overcome my expecta- 2" delivered a knockout final
tions , and made a potentially entry in the series with its stel'cheesy and ridiculous character lar action and heartfelt emotion

that was built up throughout such as "Winnie the Pooh,"
the over seven previous films.
"Arthur Christmas" .and espeEven recently forgotten dally "Rango" were · able to
franchises such as "The pick up the slack. "Rango"
Muppets" and "Planet of the reunited Johnny Depp with his
Apes" were given new life this "Pirate_s of the Caribbean"
year with their own respective director Gore Verbinski and the
reboots. "Rise of the Planet of two delivered a funny, oddball
the Apes," in particular, revital- · and even trippy film to rememized my interest in a franchise ber. Did I mention that "Kung
that I never quite got into in the Fu Panda 2" was also great
first place.
already?
This, of course, isn't to say
Comedies also came out
that 2011 didn't have memo- strong this year for both men
rable original tales to tell. and women alike. Guys were
"Limitless," "Hanna," and able to identify with the put"Source Code" were energetic upon trio in "Horrible Bosses,"
delights early in the year, keep- while girls could get their owrt
ing me entertained with their version of "The . Hangover"
drug-fueled adrenaline rush with "Bridesmaids." Saying
("Limitless") and pulsating that doesn't do "Bridesmaids"
techno soundtrack ("Hanna''). justice, though. The film's only
And · "The Lincoln . Lawyer/' , similar to "The Hangover" in
while not monumental, finally its brand of · humor, but
gave Matthew McConaughey a "Bridesmaids" adds strong
recent role that allowed him to character development and res1
flex his acting muscle~).
.onance. on top of that. Then,
Pixar may have sadly dis- "Midnight in Paris" was a
appointed this year with "Cars return-to-form of sorts for
2," but .other animated treats Woody Allen, who enjoyed his

first major critical success. in
decades and his most commercially successful film to date.
Of course, the Oscar-type
fare, including "Moneyball,"
"50 I 50," "The Descendents,"
"The Artist," "The Ides of
March" and "The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo," stood out in a
huge way. I would also .be
remiss if I didn't mention the
three movies that I didn't know
much about before ·· ·seeing,
windup in my top five of the
year: "Attack the Block,"
"Warrior," and "Drive."
My main point here is that,
in addition to the type of films
that win awards, 2011 was a
great year for blockbuster
entertainment, which I felt was
sorely lacking for the last two
years ("Inception" notwithstanding). Despite what my col-,,
leagues might say in opposi- ·
tion, 2011 was the year that I
felt Hollywood finally got its
act together and I have high
hopes for 2012.

Hammer Studios: co-founder of modern
'horror genre, continues with recent hits
BY MATT GOUDREAU
Entertainment Writer

Following the German
Expressionist era of horror \
films,
Universal .Studios
established itself as a force in
Hollywood. Capitalizing on
the success of such films as
"Nosferatu"
and
"The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"
Universal purchased the
rights to a variety of gothic
tales. Throughout the 1930s
and '40s, Universal and the
horror genre were both at an
all-time high with their
"Universal Monster" film
series. By the time color was
introduced into the world of
fil,m, Universal fell out of
popularity, as audiences
wanted more shocking and
scary films. A relatively
unknown studio took the ball
and ran with it, creating a
whole new perspective on the
horror genre.
Founded
· in
1934,
Hammer . ·Studios · was an
English film studio originally
created to make artistic musicals and period pieces. After a.
rocky couple of decades
including several bankruptcies and owners~ Hammer
experienced its first taste of
success
with
"The ·
Quatermass
Experiment". ·
Not only was it the first success for the studio, but this
wasalso its first attempt at
making a horror film. Already
a success in Europe, Hammer
was looking to expand its
films to America. They eventually became partners with
American Artist Productions
and acquired the rights to
Mary
Shelley's
novel

"Frankenstein." From that utmost respect for the prece- reinvent themselves by makmoment, Hammer would con- dent and legacy the Universal ing psychological thrillers,
tinue to rise in prominence Frankenstein series earned, anthology films, and even
and became a force to be reck- Hammer's series still remains controversial vampire .. fih:~.s1
oned with.
my favorite. Wl:;tile each film the studio . went into bankUniversal's adaptation of does follow a similar pattern, ruptcy and remained dormant
the novel was an enormous Cushing brings a lot to each for quite some time. Despite
success in America, which is film and the fact he never some short-lived television
the primary reason Hammer experiences any real arc from series, Hammer never seemed
sought to make its own adap- film to film is so~ething I to be able to recapture film
tation.
"The
Curse
of always found interesting. Lee audiences until the new milFrankenstein" went on to is not given as much to do as lennium.
become a huge hit in for the original Frankenstein's
Hammer became partners
Hammer both Europe and monster, Boris Karloff, but he with a variety of studios and
America, paving the way for does leave an impression and offered its creativity to seversix §equels and more series his performance led to a lead- al of new films, including
inspired by the gothic horror ing role in another iconic "Let Me In" and the recently
released "The Woman in
films of Universal.
series.
Hammer's
Following the enormous . Black". This ·goes to show no
"Frankenstein" series differed success of "Frankenstein," matter how much trouble a
sharply from Universal's, as Hammer purchased the rights studio encounters, the lasting
Hammer decided to focus from Universal to Dracula. impression of its films prove ·
their
series
on
Dr. Much like Frankenstein, eternaL Although not as
Frankenstein himself not nec- Hammer's "Dracula" differed "artistic" or revolutionary as .· ·
essarily
the
monsters. sharply for the same reasons Universal, Hammer offered
Hammer also added color, and led to a string of sequels. some fresh takes on classic
violence· and blood, and even Christopher Lee portrayed gothic stories.
some exploitive nudity to Count Dracula as more animalistic, complete with the
their version.
The "Frankenstein'' series new trademark vampire
also helped to launch the fangs. Hammer was the first
careers of .Peter Cushing and studio to give Dracula fangs
Christopher Lee, respected but did borrow the cape and
actors who became regulars -debonair attitude from Bela
in Hammer horror films. Lugosi's original portrayal.
Cushing
portrayed
Dr. While Lugosi set the standard
Frankenstein in all seven for all other Draculas to folfilms in the series and Lee low, Lee well deservingly
played the monster in the first earned the reputation as his
film.
successor.
The darker, more violent
Cushing's interpretqtion
of
Victor
Frankenstein tone of the . film inspired
brought little sympathy to the future actors including Gary
character. · Unlike Universal's Oldman and Frank Langella;
doctor who regrets his creAfter several decades of
,ations,
Cushing
plays remaking all the classic
Frankenstein. as an obsessive Universal films and establishscientist who has no problem ing lines of seque~s, Hammer
with murder to achieve his began to fall out of popularigoals. While I have the ty. Although they tried to
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Johnny Cash's 80th birthday, legacy to be celebrated
Like Elvis or Hank
Williams, Cash retains a certain cachet in current popular
culture even in death. More
proof of his enduring legend
is on the way as plans to celebrate what would have been
the American icon's 80th
birthday unfold later this
month and year.
There will be a groundbreaking on the project to preserve Cash's childhood home
in qyess, Ark., on Feb. 26, his
birthday. A new Cash muse~
um will open in Nashville
later this year and several
music releases are expected to
commemorate the anniversary of his birth. There are
three documentaries in the
works as well.
Interest remains as high
as ever more than eight years
after his death in 2003 at 71 of
complications from diabetes.
"He appealed to people
and still appeals .to people
·who have a small CD collection and live in middle
America just as much as the
punk on the streets of
Germany," Cash's son, John
Carter Cash, said. "And that's

sort of magical the way he's instrumental in shaping his
been able to do that still, that sound and his world view.
his ima'g e still draws people
Rosanne Cash says of all
from all walks of life."
the thousands of tributes and
The Cash family is most moments of recognition her
excited about the project in father has received over the
Dyess. Many of Cash's chil- years, the restoration "has
dren and grandchildren will really captured my heart."
attend the groundbreaking
The house is being
ceremony for the Johnny Cash restored based on photos and
Boyhood Home Project, an the memories of relatives. It
undertaking led by Arkansas will be furnished and decoratState University.
ed as it was when the family
Fundraising for the proj- , lived there in the 1930s and
ect began last summer and the '40s. ASU plans to establish a
family and university hope to museum and a space for
restore the house Cash grew workshops, demonstrations
up in and its outbuildings. and classes.
ASU also has taken over other
"It's .so amazing how you
buildings of historic impor- don't realize how important
tance that remain from the these touchstones in your
New Deal era Dyess Colony ancestry are until your parand want to reflect not only ents are gone," Rosanne Cash
Cash's life, but the reality of said. "There's this paradox
The Great Depression.
that you can't really feel it or
The government put 500 realize it while they're here,
families in homes with small so there's a tremendous
agricultural land grants at a amount of poignancy and
time of great hardship, and embracing it and protecting it
Rosanne Cash says without . and preserving it for future
exaggeration that it saved her generations, and drawing my
family. Her father would later own children into it. It's a big
become a citizen of the world, deal to me."
but his time in Dyess was
Bill Miller, .a Cash memo~

rabilia collector and the operator of the Johnny Cash website is behind the Nashville
museum, which will be located on Music City's busy
Lower Broadway tourist strip,
"right in the middle of the
hubbub," John Carter Cash
said . The museum will be
filled with pieces from The
House of Cash, which dosed
in 1999, and other items
endowed by the family.
"He's been an incredible
supporter of my dad and one
of the largest collectors of
memorabilia," Rosanne Cash
said. "If anybody has the
whole structure to put up a
museum, he does. So I have a
lot of trust in him and I think
it's great at this point. I think
he'll do something with dignity and class that's historically
important, not some kitschy
thing. I'm very interested in
seeing what he does."
No celebration of Cas.h
would be complete without
music. There's been plenty
since his death, including the
completion of his · American
Recordings work with producer Rick Rubin and the

start of a bootleg series. The
two-CD "Bootleg IV: The Soul
of Truth/ focusing on gospel
and spiritual songs recorded '
in the 1970s and '80s, will be
out April 3 and will include
some unreleased material.
And Columbia/Legacy plans
other releases later this year,
including a large box set, but
details on those projects are
not yet available.
Whatever is released will
find a willing audience, eager
to hear new material or learn
something new about The
Man in Black.
"Dad was, I don't know
how else to put it but to say,
he was the real deal," John
Carter Cash said. "He had a
humility and a charm and a
style and a charisma that just
still attracts pe;ople to him.
Through his music, his writings and the other people who
study his life, it's inspiring.
And I think that's a great
thing that people are inspired
by my ff.ther still."

-

There's still some game in the Super Bowl,. despite celebrity focus
(AP)
The strangest
coaching decision ' during
Super Bowl week wasn't
when Bill Belichick ordered ·
his defense to act like matadors and wave Giants running back Ahmad Bradshaw
by for a touchdown from 6
yards out with less than a
minute left in the game.
That's just the one people will
remember. The really odd one
came four days earlier when
the uber-prepared Patriots ·
coach, anticipating a halftime
show that would dictate a 30minute intermission rather
than the usual 12, ordered his
players to take a break from
practicing football and practice sitting in the locker room
for a half-hour instead.
They missed Madonna!
And that guy on the
tightrope! Not to mention
that moment when another of
her sidekicks, the rapper
M.I.A., saluted a worldwide
TV audience using only one
finger!
NBC didn't, of course,
although the censor who was
at the switch for such. a
moment turned out to be
slow on the draw. The NFL
didn't miss it, either, touching
off a whole other kind of finger-pointing afterward over
who was to blame.
"The NFL hired the talent
and produced the halftime
show," NBC said in a statement. "Our system was late to
obscure the· inappropriate
gesture and we apologize to
our viewers."
"There was a failure in

NBC's delay system," the with the Kansas City Chiefs,
Celeb~ities -have been
league's statement said. "The came up with the title for the drawn like flies to the event
obscene gesture in the per- game after watching his kids for some time now, but camformance was completely bounce a "Super Ball" around era phones and a growing
inappropriate, very disap- the house, and he's generally number of entertainment
pointing, and we apologize to credited with the idea of reporters and websites are
our fans ."
attaching Roman numerals to ferreting out the sideshows
The problem with step- distinguish each one, hoping that used to remain largely
ping out on the edge is that to make the whole event seem private ·affairs. Given the
every so often - just like more, well, magisterial. From NFL's growing appetite for
Bradshaw toppling into the those humble beginnings- a cross-marketing, it won't be
end zone despite his best high school drill team, two long before the league borintentions - you're going to college bands and trumpeter rows some ideas front the
come down on the wrong side AI Hirt headlined halftime in Oscars and rolls out the red
of the line. That lesson was Super Bowl I - a juggernaut carpet before the game, then
supposedly learned when arose.
televises both teams' afterJanet Jackson's infamous
The game was still the par~ies . Judging by the some
"wardrobe malfunction" at major entertainment this year, of the videos that are already
halftime of the 2004 Supe:r; but just barely. What takes out there - showing Rob
Bowl sparked an over- place before and after the Gronkowski and several New
wrought national debate game has made the NFL a England teammates dancing
about moral decay and player in the entertainment in various stages of undress, a
prompted
the
Federal business as well as the undis- few alongside rapper LMFAO
Communications puted king of the American on a stage while the crowd
Commissionto slap CBS with sports scene. Some 7,000 fans yells "Shots!"- there's plenty
a record $550,000 fine. The forked over $25 each just to of entertainment yet to be
fine waB eventually voided, watch reporters do their jobs mined.
after five years of legal wran- on the field during media
By comparison, the wingling that reached all the way day, plus a few more bucks ning New York Giants' celeup to the Supreme Court and for a headset to listen to the brations
looked
tame.
then back to a federal appeals interviews . .Gisele Bundchen, Brandon Jacobs reportedly
court. The NFL vowed MTV the supermodel wife of had a message for Mrs. Brady
would never produce another Patriots quarterback Tom during New York's victory
halftime show, but as this lat- Brady, made the front page of parade - "she just needs to
est one proved, the suits in the New York Post three days continue to be cute and shut
charge aren't as risk-averse as before the game, q.fter the ·up" -but more characteristic
their buttoned~down image paper got hold of an email of the team's approach was
might suggest. Otherwise, she reportedly sent to friends quarterback Eli Manning's
they would have exhumed and family that asked them to appearance on "Late Show
Lawr-ence Welk and put him pray for her husband to win. with David Letterman." He
out on the stage. _
Then she doubled down after walked on with Queen's "We
Hype was an important the game, caught on a video Are the Champions" blaring
commodity back in the days responding to heckling from as his entrance music and got
when the Super Bowl was Giants fans by saying, "My a standing ovation before he
getting started. The late husband cannot (expletive) landed in the guest's chair.
Lamar Hunt, who. started as throw the ball and catch the But his material was strictly
an AFL owner and wound up ball at the same time."
PG-rated.

"When you win a championship, it's a team. It's a team
coming together, and that's
exactly what we did,"
Manning said. "I was happy
for a lot of the guys. This is
their first Super Bowl, so I
think when you have one,
that second one, you really do
it for the other guys who've
never had that experience."
Too bad nobody had a
cellphone camera when Barry
Switzer, the renegade college
coach, won a Super Bowl a
few years after leaving
Oklahoma and taking over
the Dallas Cowboys. He ran
into one of players heading
for the soiree scheduled to
start in his hotel suite and
basically disavowed any
responsibility for what was to
follow by yelling, "Let's win
the party!"
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted
Looking to make a difference in the life
of a child and earn professional experience? Part-time positions available after
school and weekends to work with children and adolescents with developmental disabilities in their home and community. Range of pay $10-$12 per hour.
Please contact Jane Eldredge at
Ocean
State
Jeldiedge@oscr.org
Community Resources, Inc. (401) 7894614 or (401) 245-7900

living
NARRAGANSETT - Large 4 bed, 2
bathroom house. Deck, parking, laundry,
furnished, close to campus. $400 each
plus utilities, josh@brown.edu (401)263-9933
Eastward Look rental, 5 bed, 3 bath, gas
heat, all appliances, large deck with gas
grill. See homeaway.com, #115966 Cell
(860)-380-0581, email jfs3@cox.net
Large, spacious ·5 bedroom, 2 bath
home, many extras in .this modem and
nicely furnished home. Walk to
Scarborough beach, tennis courts and
park. Will be available September 2012May 2013 . $2,600/mo, security needed
also.
View
on
Narragansettbeachhomerental.shutterfly.com, email rsfolta@yahoo.com or
call (413)-562-0022.
Large selection of well-maintained
homes for rent. No application fees! Call
now for 2012-2013. (401)-789-0666 or
Liladelman.com
Acad 12-13 6 bed New Eastward. 15
Greene
Lane
(www.homeaw ay. c om/vacationrental/p303174) 43 Glendale Rd
(www.vrbo.com/167707 Call (917)-2702185 email mjvercillo@hotrnail.com
Eastward Look North, extra-large 4 bedroom/2.5bBath, $21 00/month, nicely
furnished, includes recycling + cleaning.
Mature
students
wanted.
Homeaway.com
#379941,
email
amy.bartolone@gmail.com.

·Amnesty Int'l decries Maldives police attacks
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka about clevelopments in the N asheed. He said he had not
(AP)
Amnesty Maldives, a Muslim nation of prepared t~ take over the
. International said Thursday about 300,000 people.
country and called for a unity
that security forces in the
"The new authorities coalition to be formed to help
Maldives attacked supporters must ensure the right to free- it recover.
of ex-president Mohamed dom of expression and assem"Together, I am confident;
Nasheed, failed to protect bly, and we want to see an we'll be able to build a stable
them from counterdemonstra- investigation into the attack and democratic country," he
tors and detained five mem- on Mohamed N asheed and said, adding that his governbers of parliament.
other protesters," Sam Zarifi ment intended to respect the
The rights group called said. He added that the rule of law.
on the
government of detained lawmakers should
He appeared to be consolPresident
Mohammed be freed unless they are idating his power Wednesday
Waheed Hassan, who took charged with crimes under a by appointing a new military
over when Nasheed resigned fair process~
chief and police commissionTuesday, ·to investigate the
Late Wednesday evening, er. He later swore in defense
attack and ensure freedom of N asheed supporters took con- and home ministers, the first
expression in the Indian trol of some small police sta- members of his new Cabinet.
Ocean island nation.
tions but larger ones stayed
Nasheed insisted he was
Nasheed's
supporters under official · control, police pushed from power by the
rioted Wednesday in the spokesman Ahmed Shyam armed forces .
streets of. Male, the capital, said. Residents told local
"I was forced to resign
and seized some remote reporh;rs that as many as 10 with guns all around m e.
police stations, but Amnesty police stations on small They told me, if I don't resign,
International said th ey had islands may have been seized. they won't h esitate to use
been peacefully marching The Maldives is made up of arms," he said.
before police attacked them.
nearly 1,200 scattered islands,
The military denied that it
The nation's first demo- ·some of which have just a few fo rced Nasheed to resign at
cratically elected president, hundred residents.
gunpoint. "There is no officer
Nasheed resigned after police
Police said they detained in the military that would
joined months of street 49 people after the riot.
point a gun towards th e presprotests against his rule and
Nasheed's party insisted ident," said Brig. Gen.
soldiers defected. He said his ouster was engineered by Ibrahim Didi.
Wednesday he was forced to rogue elements of the police
"The military did not call
resign at gunpoint and will and supporters of the coun- for his resignation, he
fight to return to office, try's former autocratic leader, resigned voluntarily," Didi
though Hassan denies that his whom Nasheed defeated in said, adding that the military
predecessor was {()reed out of the Maldives' first multiparty Js trying }o b:£ing. p~~C.~, J()
elections in · 2008. · Others troubled areas quickly.
office.
"We will come . to power blamed Islamic extremists in
Police official Abdul ·
ag.ain," Nasheed said.. "We the Muslim country where Mannan Yousuf · promised
will never step back. I will not some have demanded more investigations into comaccept this coup and will conservative
government · plaints of excessive use of
bring
justice
to
the policies.
force by police.
Maldivians."
Hassan,
who
was
Before
the
clashes,
Amnesty International's Nasheed's vice president, N asheed demanded Hassan's
Asia-Pacific director said the denied claims there was a immediate resignation as he
group is extremely concerned coup or a plot to oust spoke t<Y about 2,000 wildly

cheering members of his
Maldivian Democratic Party
in Male. Policelater fired tear
gas at the demonstrators.
"If the police are going to
confront us we are going to
face them," Nasheed told the
rally. "We have to overcome
our fear and we · have to get
strength."
Nasheed's
supporters
began rioting, throwing fire
bombs and vandalizing a private TV station that had been
critical of Nasheed's . government.
Reeko Moosa Manik, a
lawmaker and chairman of
the party, was beaten unconscious by police ~nd hospitalized, said his son Mudrikath
Moosa. Nasheed and other
lawmakers were beaten· ·'
well, he said.
Hassan, who had promised toprotect Nasheed from
retribution, said his predecessor was not under any restriction and was free to leave the
country. However, he said he
would not interfere with any
police or court action against
Nasheed.
Police were investigating
the discovery of at least 100
bottles of alcohol inside a
truck removing garbage
Tuesday from the pr esidential
' residence as N asheed prepared to relinquish power,
said Shyam, . the police
spokesman. Consuming alcohol outside tourist resorts is a
crime punished with jail time
and even banishment to a distant island.

as

Tibetan sets himself on fire in China d-uring protest
BEIJING (AP) - Another
Tibetan has set himself on fire
in western China to protest
government policies while
thousands marched in another
part of China to show support
fo r their exiled spiritual
leader, the Dalai . Lama, a
report said.
U.S.-funded Radio Free
Asia said a man, apparently a
monk, set himself on fire in
Sichuan province's Aha prefecture on Wednesday and was
taken away by soldiers and
police. His condition was not
immediately clear. It said the
m an shouted slogan s before
setting himself ablaze, citing a
statement from Losang Yeshe
and Kanyag Tsering, exiled
Tibetan monks in India.
If confirmed, the incident
w ould bring to at least 20 the
number of monks, nuns and
lay Tibetans who have set
themselves on fire over the last
year, mostly in traditionally
Tibetan areas of Sichuan
province. Most have chanted
for Tibetan freedom and the
return of the Dalai Lama, who

fled to India amid an abortive Sichuan,
Tibetan activist
uprising against Chinese rule groups said at least six
in 1959.
Tibetans were killed when
Beijing accuses the Dalai police fired on protesters. The
Lama and his supporters of Chinese government says two
encouraging the immolations.
rioters died and 24 police and
Radio Free Asia also said · firefighters were injured when
Tibetan
protests
erupted rock-wielding Tibetan sep aWednesday in two counties in r~tists attacked police stations.
Qingh ai province in northwest
This has been th e region's
China, with about 1,000 peo- most violent p eriod since 2008,
p le marching in each. Citing when dead ly rioting in Tibet's
local sources and exiles with capital, Lh asa, spread to
contacts in the region, it said Tibetan areas in adjoinin g
security surrounded protesters provinces. China resp ond ed
bu t no violence occurred.
then by flooding th e area with
The broadcaster said pro- tr:oops and closin g Tibetan
testers sh outed slogans and regions entirely to foreigners
carried banners calling for a for about a year.
"free Tibet," the release of all
Western media trying to
Tibetan political prisoners, visjt areas where unrest has
and the return of ·the Dalai been reported in the last severLama.
al weeks have been turned
A police officer reached away by security forces .
Thursday by telephone in
Lobsang
Sangay,
the
Nangqian, where .one of the leader of Tibetans' selfprotests allegedly occurred, declared exile government,
said he had no reports of. any said Wednesday that convoys
protests. Like many ,Chinese of Chinese security forces have
officials, he refused to give his . been seen moving toward
name.
Tibet in recent days, ahead of
In recent protests in the Tibetan New Year on Feb.

22 and the March anniversary
of the failed 1959 uprising.
"If the Chinese government think that the Tibet issue
can be solved through violence, intimidation, then it's
not going to happen, because
the Tibetan spirit is strong," he
said in Dharmsala, India.
China on Tuesday vowed
to crack down on the unrest
and accused overseas activist
group s and the Dalai Lama of
fo menting the violence.
"We believe that this is a
case of a handful of criminals
illegally gathering and smashing and looting," Foreign
Minis try
sp okesman
Liu
Weimin said in a routine briefing.
China says Tibet has been
under its rule for centuries,
b~t many Tibetans say the
region was functionally independent for most of that time.
The Dalai Lama has called
greater autonomy for Tibet
and denies Beijing's claims
that he is a separatist.
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SPORTS
Former URI student, Giants bandwagon An ode to sports fanatics:
fan's faux pas brings YouTube fame crucial to team success
.Contributing Sports Reporter

Staf!Sports Writer

Perhaps you've seen the
video of the young blonde
female, decked out in Giants
gear celebrating on the streets
of New York at the Giant's
parade on ·Tuesday, telli'ng a
national news anchor she was
excited . to see not Manning,
not
Cruz,
not
Manningham ...but Sanchez
pass by on a float.
If you haven't seen it,
you're missing out. The look
on every Giants fan's face
within frame after this girl
yells the name of the New
York Jets quarterback into the
microphone during one of the
largest Giants celebrations of
i:lll time, completely unaware
that she had made any kind of
mistake at all, is priceless.
What you may not know
is that this time last year last
Phqto courtesey of Samantha Defalco
year, that girl was one of our
own. Yes, Samantha DeFalco, Former University of Rhode Island student and current Internet
a New Jersey native, better sensation Samantha DeFalco ready for the Giants' (not the Jets')
known these days as "the Super Bowl parade.
Sanchez Girl," attended the
University of Rhode Island DeFalco as well as her room girls aired on NBC last night.
. both her ~~shman and sopho- mate, FIT student Angela When asked about the interChoras, has gone viral on the view before it aired, DeFalco
more year.
fnte·
r net, 'with one video on commented, "We said a lot of
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Men's basketball '·team loses to
Xavier on road' in Cincinnati, 84-66
.

.

BY MIKE ABELSON

formance the Rani.s were
unable to contain Terrell
Holloway.' The preseason
·It was close after 10 minAtlantic-10 Player of the Year
utes, but it would be the last
played like it by pumping in
30 ·that would kill the 20 points, dishing out six
University of Rhode Island assists and grabbing 10
men's basketball team.
rebounds. The ·Musketeers
The Rams scored 17 first dominated the boards, outrehalf points and failed to make bounding Rhode Island 42-29.
a serious push in the second
~leven
Musketeers
half as they fell. to Xavier reached the score sheet, and
University 84-66 last night in six scored eight points or
front · of a capacity crowd at more.
the
Cintas
Center
in
The Rams connected on
Cincinnati. The loss was·
36.5 percent of their shots
Rhode Island's fifth str.a ight
while allowing Xavier to conagainst the Musketeers. ·
nect on 30 of their 57 shot
A jumper from sopho- attempts.
more Billy Baron at the 6:51Senior forward Orion
mark gave the Rams an 8-7 Outerbridge scored 13 points
lead, but the Mu_sketeers for the Rams and grabbed .a
would finish the half on a 20- team-high six rebounds.
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~
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Powell and T.J. Buchanan
Barori :/lt:n ished with a each had seven points, and .
game-high ~2 points.
freshman forward Jonathan
Even with Baron's per- Holton chipped in nine points
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the away team. On the first free
throw attempt, you make it,
perfect swish. The ref passes
· In sports, it is quite obvious you the ball, and you begin
to determine who is playillg in attempting to take the second.
, , the respective game you're You look up at ·the rim, but
watching, by either looking for something catches your eye.
uniforms, or glancing at the It's the fans; screaming, frantibox score. However, are these cally waving their hands in the
really the only people "play- air.
ing" the game? Sometimes
They're dressed in a range
they're called .the 12th man; of .costumes, wearing jerseys,
sometimes the sixth man. and anything they could find
Whatever name you want to that's their home team's colors . .
give them, the fans are just as The-volume level in the arena is
important, . if not more, to the deafening, and all this distracgame as players on the field.
tion accompanied with the
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for .the game, or run out of the to miss. The howe team
tunnel before the kick off, but at rebounds the ball, , and ultithat freezing cold stadium, or mately goes on to the win. Does
that jam packed arena, we this win strictly go to the playmean something. We are the ers? Of course not.
fans; the ones cheering at the
Since the beginning of coltop of our lungs for our favorite legiate and professional sports,
teams. ·We are the ones who fans have been a vital aspect of
wear the jerseys, the costumes, the game. They have the power
and the large foam fingers. We to · spur a team to an amazing
· are the ones who dye our hair, comeback. They have the
paint our faces, or sometimes power to make an opposing
our stomachs. You may think player miss a last shot, or shank
we are crazy, but come game a game winning field goal. The
time we are a force to be reck- unyielding energy they bring is
oned with.
often more of a factor in a game
If you begin to think back
than the player's actual talent.
to some of the greatest ·
Can you not give that
moments ,in sports, you start to packed crowd, going absolutesee examples of how the fans ly insane, credit for pressuring
mean much more than just the Chris Webber to call that fatal
people sitting in the crowd.
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Imagine, if you can, the lose the National Title? Can
feeling of being at the free you not give the fren.Zy of peothrow line with only a few Sec- ple at Fenway Park credit,
onds left in the fourth quarter when their unreal amount of
of a playoff game, when you're spirit in the team, Sox spurred
t~am is down by two points.
The catch is however, you are
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of his own.
The Rams are now 5-20
and 2-8 in Atlantic-10 play.
With six games left the Rams
sit just three games out of the
eighth spot in the conference
standings, which would guarantee a home game in the
opening
round
of
the
Atlantic-10 tournament. ·
The Rams finish their
two-game road trip Saturday
afternoon when they trave1
south to take on the
University . of North Carolina
at Charlotte. Rhody returns
home next Wednesday when
they take on St. Joseph's
University in this year~s Pink
Out game . .

Women's basketball
continues losing streak
BY NIKITA DUKE

Staff Sports Reporter

Nearing the end of
it's regular season, a season
that has been a rough one
thus far, the University of
Rhode Islands women's basketball team fell big time to
the University of North
. Carolina at Charlotte, 72-35,
on Saturday, extending their
current losing streak to 20.
Junior Ashley Rivera
led the team in points and
assists with nine and three,
respectively, while sopho-

more Emilie Cloutier led in
rebounds with seven. This
loss drops the Rams to 1-22
for the season and 0-8 in the
Atlantic 10 Conference. They
also fall to. 2-5 in the all-time
series versus Charlotte.
Rhody has been on
the road for their past two
games, last Tuesday vs.
Richmond University and
Saturday at Charlotte, but
returned. to the Ryan Center
last night to take Duquesne
University on their turf.
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